
Servoing Mehanisms for Peg-In-HoleAssembly OperationsJosef Pauli, Arne Shmidt, and Gerald SommerChristian-Albrehts-Universit�at zu KielInstitut f�ur Informatik und Praktishe MathematikPreu�erstra�e 1{9, D-24105 Kiel, Germanywww.ks.informatik.uni-kiel.de/�jpaAbstrat. Image-based e�etor servoing is a proess of pereption-a-tion yles for handling a robot e�etor under ontinual visual feedbak.Apart from the primary goal of manipulating objets we apply servoingmehanisms also for determining amera features, e.g. the optial axes ofameras, and for atively hanging the view, e.g. for inspeting the ob-jet shape. A peg-in-hole appliation is treated by a 6-DOF manipulatorand a stereo amera head. The two robot omponents are mounted onseparate platforms and an be steered independently. In the �rst phase(inspetion phase), the robot hand arries an objet into the �eld ofview of one amera, then approahes the objet along the optial axisto the amera, rotates the objet for reahing an optimal view, and �-nally inspets the objet shape in detail. In the seond phase (insertionphase), the system loalizes a board ontaining holes of di�erent shapes,determines the relevant hole based on the extrated objet shape, thenapproahes the objet, and �nally inserts it into the hole. At present, therobot system has the ompetene to handle ylindrial and uboid pegs.For treating more ompliated objets the system must be extended withmore sophistiated strategies for the inspetion and/or insertion phase.1 IntrodutionImage-based robot servoing (visual servoing) is the bakbone of Robot Visionsystems. The book edited by Hashimoto [3℄ ollets various approahes of au-tomati ontrol of mehanial systems using visual sensory feedbak. A tutorialintrodution to visual servo ontrol of roboti manipulators has been publishedby Huthinson et al. [5℄. Quite reently, a speial issue of the International Jour-nal on Computer Vision has been devoted to image-based robot servoing [4℄.Our work demonstrates the usefulness of servoing for treating all sub-tasksinvolved in an overall roboti appliation. The novelty is to onsider servoing asa universal mehanism for amera-robot alibration, ative viewing, shape inspe-tion, and objet manipulation. Furthermore, we onsider minimalism priniplesby extrating just the neessary image information and avoiding 3D reonstru-tion, whih leads to real-time usage. Related to the partiular appliation ofpeg-in-hole assembly operations it is favourable to integrate video and fore in-formation [6℄. Due to limited paper size, we onentrate on servoing mehanismsfor the vision-related sub-tasks of the overall peg-in-hole appliation.



As a survey, we desribe (in Setion 2) the omponents of the robot system,present (3) the general measurement-based ontrol mehanism, use (4) servoingfor determining the optial amera axis, apply (5) the servoing mehanism foroptimally viewing and inspeting the objet (Figure 1), and use (in Setions 6and 7) servoing to suitably approah the objet to the relevant hole (Figure 2).2 System desriptionThe omputer system onsists of a Sun Enterprise (E4000 with 4 UltraSparproessors) for image proessing and of speial proessors for omputing the in-verse kinematis and motor signals. The robot system is omposed of a robotmanipulator inluding a hand with parallel jaw �ngers and a robot head in-luding two monohrome, stereo ameras. Based on six rotational joints of themanipulator the robot hand an be moved in arbitrary position and orientationwithin a ertain working spae. Additionally, there is a linear joint at the robothand for opening and losing the two �ngers. The tool enter point is de�ned atthe position of the hand tip, whih is �xed in the middle point between the two�nger tips. The robot head is mounted on a mobile platform and is equippedwith motorized pan, tilt, and vergene degrees-of-freedom (DOF). Additionally,the stereo amera has motorized zooming and fousing failities.
Fig. 1. Robot head, manipulator; approah anobjet towards a amera for shape inspetion. Fig. 2. Vision-based approahing aylindrial peg to a irular hole.3 Mehanism of measurement-based ontrolThe robot system is haraterized by a �xed state vetor S whih is inherentonstant in the system, and by a variable state vetor Sv(t) whih an be hangedthrough a vetor of ontrol signals C(t) at time t. State and ontrol vetorare spei�ed in the manipulator oordinate system. A subsequent state vetorSv(t+1) is obtained by a transition funtion f ts, e.g. addition of Sv(t) and C(t).Sv(t+ 1) := f ts(Sv(t); C(t)) (1)A ontrol funtion f t is responsible for generating the ontrol vetor C(t).It is based on the urrent state vetor Sv(t), a urrent measurement vetor Q(t)and a desired measurement vetor Q�.C(t) := f t(Sv(t); Q(t); Q�) (2)



A measurement funtion fms is responsible for taking and analyzing images, andthereof generating the urrent and desired measurement vetors Q(t) and Q�.They are represented in the oordinate systems of the ameras.Q(t) := fms(Sv(t); S) (3)Control funtion f t desribes the relation between hanges in di�erent oor-dinate systems, e.g. Sv(t) in the manipulator and Q(t) in the image oordinatesystem. For de�ning this funtion, the Jaobian will be omputed for a proje-tion matrix M whih lineary approximates (in projetive spaes) the relationbetween the manipulator oordinate system and the image oordinate system.M := 0�Mv1Mv2Mv31A ; with Mv1 := (m11;m12;m13;m14)Mv2 := (m21;m22;m23;m24)Mv3 := (m31;m32;m33;m34) (4)The usage of the projetion matrix is spei�ed aording to [2, pp. 55-58℄.Given a point in homogeneous manipulator oordinates P := (X;Y; Z; 1)T , theposition in homogeneous image oordinates p := (x; y; 1)T an be obtained.p := fpr(P ) := 0�fpr1 (P )fpr2 (P )fpr3 (P )1A := 1� � M � P ; with � :=Mv3 � P (5)MatrixM is determined with simple linear methods by onsidering the train-ing samples of orresponding 3D points and 2D points. The salar parametersmij represent a ombination of extrinsi and intrinsi amera parameters whihwe leave impliit. The spei� de�nition of normalizing fator � in equation (5)guarantees that funtion fpr3 (P ) is onstant 1, i.e. the homogeneous image oor-dinates of position p are in normalized form. The Jaobian J for the transfor-mation fpr in equation (5), i.e. for projetion matrixM, is omputed as follows.J (P ) := 0� �fpr1�X (P ) �fpr1�Y (P ) �fpr1�Z (P )�fpr2�X (P ) �fpr2�Y (P ) �fpr2�Z (P )1A := 0� m11�Mv3 �P�m31�Mv1 �P(Mv3 �P )�(Mv3 �P ) � � �... . . .1A(6)Control funtion f t is based on deviations between urrent and desired imagemeasurements and should generate hanges in manipulator oordinates. For thispurpose, the pseudo-inverse of the Jaobian is relevant (see following setions).4 Servoing for estimating optial axesFor estimating the optial axis of a amera relative to the basis oordinate systemof the manipulator we apply image-based hand-e�etor servoing. The optial axisintersets the image plane approximately at the enter. By servoing the hand-e�etor suh that the two-dimensional projetion of the hand tip reahes theimage enter, we �nally obtain a 3D position whih is a point on the optial axis,



approximately. By applying this proedure at two di�erent distanes from theamera one obtains two distint points loated (approximately) on the optialaxis whih are used for its estimation. Two virtual planes are spei�ed whihare parallel to the (Y ;Z) plane with onstant o�sets X1 and X2 on the X-axis. The movement of the hand-e�etor is restrited just to these planes (seeFigure 3). Aordingly, the generi de�nition of the Jaobian J in equation (6)an be restrited to the seond and third olumns, beause the oordinates onthe X-axis are �xed. A quadrati Jaobian matrix is obtained (with two rowsand olumns) whih must be inverted, i.e. J y(P ) := J �1(P ).
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yFig. 3. Hand-e�etor servoing for estimating theoptial axis of a amera.
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Fig. 4. Course of deteted handtip towards image enter.The urrent measurement vetor Q(t) is de�ned as the 2D image loation ofthe hand tip and the desired measurement vetor Q� as the image enter point.Hough transformation and normalized ross orrelation are used in ombinationfor deteting the hand tip in the images. The variable state vetor Sv(t) onsistsof the two variable oordinates of the tool enter point in the seleted plane(X1;Y ;Z) or (X2;Y ;Z). With these rede�nitions of the Jaobian we an applythe following ontrol funtion.C(t) := � s � J y(Sv(t)) � (Q� �Q(t)) : kQ� �Q(t)k > �0 : else (7)A proportional ontrol law is de�ned, i.e. the hange is proportional to the de-viation between desired and urrent measurements. Servoing fator s inuenesthe step-size of approahing the goal plae. The hand position is hanged by anon-null vetor C(t) if desired and urrent positions in the image deviate morethan a threshold �. Aording to our strategy, �rst the hand tip is servoed tothe intersetion point P1 of the unknown optial axis with plane (X1;Y ;Z),and seond to the intersetion point P2 with plane (X2;Y ;Z). Figure 4 showsfor the hand servoing on one plane the suession of the hand tip extrated inthe image, and the �nal point is loated at the image enter. The two resultingpositions de�ne a straight line in the manipulator oordinate system whih isloated near to the optial axis. The estimated line will be used to approah anobjet towards the amera for detailed inspetion.5 Servoing for shape inspetionPrior to the inspetion phase of the peg-in-hole appliation the objet must begrasped with the parallel jaw �ngers of the robot hand [7, pp. 127-129, 210-



217℄. The grasped objet is arried to a spei� pose in the viewing spae of oneamera. Conretely, the spei� position is the intersetion point of the optialaxis and the bottom retangle of the pyramid viewing spae, and the spei�orientation of the �ngers is orthogonal to the optial axis. As an example, theorientation of a grasped ylinder is suh that the amera has an orthogonalview from the top or bottom, irular ylinder fae. Due to the large distanefrom the amera (most distant viewing position), the depition of the irularfae is small. In order to inspet the shape of an objet fae it is desirable tohave the fae depited in the image as large as possible. For this purpose, therobot hand must be servoed along the optial axis towards the amera, whih isillustrated in Figure 1 for one step of movement.For this servoing proess it is onvenient to take as image measurements theappearane of the robot �ngers. Due to their well-known shape the �ngers an beextrated muh easier (e.g. through Hough transformation) than the unknownshape of the objet. We take the width of a robot �nger (number of pixels) forde�ning urrent and desired measurement salars (instead of vetors) Q(t) andQ�. Just as the measurements, also the ontrol vetor C(t) is a salar. Withthis de�nitions the ontrol funtion of equation (7) an be applied for reahingthe optimal viewing distane. The Jaobian may be simply de�ned by onstantvalue 1, beause servoing fator s an be used anyway for a�eting the step-size.After having �nished the approahing proess we obtain an aeptable size ofthe depited objet, like in the �rst image of Figure 5.
Fig. 5. (a) Appropriate size of depited situation; (b) Vertial appearane of robot�ngers; () Binary image with objet and �ngers; (d) Extration of grasped objet.The inspetion of the objet shape is based on extrating the relevant regionin the image. Espeially, the regions of the robot �ngers must be suppressed. Thistask an be simpli�ed by �rst applying one again hand servoing. It is intendedto obtain a standardized (i.e. vertial) appearane of the robot �ngers, as shownin the seond image of Figure 5. For this purpose, the robot hand must rotatearound the optial axis with the tip of the robot hand taken as the rotationenter. For the servoing proess we take as image measurement the �nger tiltrelative to the vertial image axis. Just as the measurements, also the ontrolvetor C(t) is salar. Therefore, a simple ontrol proedure an be applied.The usefulness of the standardized �nger appearane is to be able to applysimple pattern mathing tehniques. We use the seond image of Figure 5, thenmove the robot hand outside the viewing spae and take an image from thebakground. The subtration of both images reveals a binary image ontainingonly the �ngers and the objet (third image of Figure 5). The suppression ofthe �nger regions is reahed with given �nger patterns whih were aquired in



an o�ine phase under similar viewing onditions. Atually, it is this mathingproess whih an be performed eÆiently due to the standardized �nger appear-ane. The right image in Figure 5 is obtained whih ontains just the relevantobjet region. Undesired noisy e�ets (isolated white pixels) an be suppressedby applying simple morphologial operations.Our approah for desribing the shape of the region is based on the autore-gressive model proposed by Dubois [1℄. It results in a haraterizing vetor offeatures whih is invariant under region translation and rotation. The same ap-proah is applied as well for desribing the holes of the board whih results in aharaterizing vetor for eah hole, respetively. Based on eulidean metri onedetermines the hole whose shape is most similar to the shape of the peg. Thisonludes the inspetion phase of the peg-in-hole appliation. The seond phaseonsists in approahing the peg appropriately to the relevant hole.6 Servoing for objet assemblyThe two ameras take images ontinually for the visual feedbak ontrol of ap-proahing an objet to a goal plae. In eah stereo image both the objet andthe goal plae must be visible for determining the distane between urrent anddesired measurement vetors, respetively. The ritial issue is to extrat the rel-evant features from the stereo images. For example, let us assume a ylindrialobjet and a irular goal plae as shown in the �rst image of Figure 6.
Fig. 6. (a) Cylindrial objet, irular goal plae; (b) Thresholded gradient magnitudes;() Extrated half ellipses; (d) Spei� point on half ellipses of objet and goal plae.The binarization based on thresholding the gradient magnitudes is shownin the seond image of Figure 6. In the next step, a spei� type of Houghtransformation is applied for approximating and extrating half ellipses (thirdimage in Figure 6). This spei� shape is expeted to our at the goal plaeand at the top and bottom faes of the objet. Instead of full ellipses we preferhalf ellipses, onretely the lower part of full ellipses, beause due to the spei�amera arrangement this feature is visible throughout the omplete proess.From the bottom fae of the objet only the spei� half ellipse is visible. Theproess of approahing the objet to the goal plae is organized suh that thelower part of the goal ellipse remains visible, but the upper part may beomeoluded more and more by the objet. The distane measurement betweenobjet and goal plae just takes the half ellipse of the goal plae and that fromthe bottom fae of the objet into aount. For omputing a kind of distanebetween the two relevant half ellipses we extrat from eah a spei� pointand based on this we an take any metri between 2D positions as distane



measurement. The fourth image in Figure 6 shows these two points, indiatedby gray disks, on the objet and the goal plae.The ritial aspet of extrating points from a stereo pair of images is thatreasonable orrespondenes must exist. A point of the �rst stereo image is inorrespondene with a point of the seond stereo image, if both originate fromthe same 3D point. In our appliation, the half ellipses extrated from the stereoimages are the basis for determining orresponding points. However, this is by nomeans a trivial task, beause the middle point of the ontour of the half ellipseis not appropriate. The left piture of Figure 7 an be used for explanation. Avirtual sene onsists of a irle whih is ontained in a square (top part of leftpiture). Eah of the two ameras produes a spei� image, in whih an ellipseis ontained in a quadrangle (bottom part of left piture). The two dotted urvesnear the irle indiate that di�erent parts of the irle are depited as lowerpart of the ellipse in eah image. Consequently, the middle points p1 and p2 onthe lower part of the two ellipses originate from di�erent points P1 and P2 inthe sene, i.e. points p1 and p2 do not orrespond. Instead, the right piture ofFigure 7 illustrates an approah for determining orresponding points.
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Fig. 7. (a) Extrated image points p1, p2 originate from di�erent sene points P1, P2;(b) Extrated image points orrespond, i.e. originate from one sene point P .We make use of a spei� geometri relation whih is invariant under geomet-ri projetion. Virtually, the bottom line of the square is translated to the irlewhih results in the tangent point P . This proedure is done as well in bothstereo images, i.e. translating the bottom line of the quadrangle parallel towardsthe ellipse to reah the tangent points p1 and p2. Due to di�erent perspetivesthe two bottom lines have di�erent orientations and therefore the resulting tan-gent points are di�erent from those extrated previously (ompare bottom partsin left and right piture of Figure 7). It is observed easily that the new tangentpoints p1 and p2 orrespond, i.e. originate from the same sene point P . Thiskind of projetive ompatibility an be exploited for our peg-in-hole appliation.The boundary of the board, whih ontains the holes, an be used as supporting



ontext for stereo mathing. Aordingly, both the board and the objet mustbe fully inluded in the viewing spae of both stereo ameras, respetively. Foreah stereo image the orientation of the bottom boundary line an be used fordetermining relevant tangent points at the relevant ellipse, i.e. virtually move thelines to the ellipses and keep orientation. Tangent points must be extrated atthe half ellipse of the goal plae and at the half ellipse of the bottom fae of theobjet. These points have already been shown in the fourth image of Figure 6.For de�ning the ontrol vetor we must desribe the relationship betweendisplaements of the robot hand and the resulting displaements in the twostereo images taken by the stereo ameras. For this purpose we introdue twoJaobians J1(P ) and J2(P ) whih depend on the urrent position P of the handtip. If we would multiply the Jaobian J1(P ) (respetively Jaobian J2(P )) witha displaement vetor of the hand position, then the produt would reveal thedisplaement vetor in the left image (respetively in the right image). The twoJaobians are joined together whih results in a (4� 3) matrix depending on P .J (P ) := �J1(P )J2(P )� (8)In order to transform a desired hange from stereo image oordinates into ma-nipulator oordinates the pseudo inverse Jy(P ) is omputed.J y(P ) := �J T (P ) � J (P )��1 � J T (P ) (9)The urrent position P (t) of the hand tip de�nes the variable state vetor Sv(t).The desired measurement vetorQ� is a 4D vetor omprising the 2D positions ofa ertain point of the goal plae in the stereo images. The urrent measurementvetor Q(t) represents the stereo 2D positions of a relevant point on the objet.Q� := �p�1p�2� ; Q(t) := �p1(t)p2(t)� (10)With these new de�nitions we an apply ontrol funtion of equation (7).7 Peg-in-hole appliation for other objetsThe basi assumption behind the presented tehnique is that the peg an beinserted suessfully by taking only the shape of the bottom objet fae intoaount. Aordingly, the objet surfae must be omposed of a top and a bot-tom fae, whih are parallel and of equal shape, and the other faes must beorthogonal to them. Apart from ylinders this onstraint also holds for uboids,whose treatment will be mentioned briey (Figure 8). The proedures involvedin the inspetion phase an be applied without any hange. However, in theinsertion phase we must onsider that the objet is not rotation-symmetri. Inaddition to the positions of hole and objet, also the orientations have to betaken into aount. Hough transformation and strategies for line organizationare applied for extrating the boundaries of objet and hole, respetively [7, pp.29-98℄. Based on the hole boundary and the top fae boundary of the objet we



determine hole and objet orientation. Furthermore, we take the middle pointof two appropriately seleted boundary lines of hole and objet to determinetheir positions. Altogether, the urrent measurement vetor Q(t) onsists of 6omponents with 3 for eah stereo image. These are omposed of one salar forthe orientation and 2 salars for the position of the objet. Similary, the desiredmeasurement vetor Q� is de�ned for the hole. The ontrol vetor C(t) onsistsof 4 omponents, i.e. three for the position and one for the horizontal orienta-tion of the robot hand. Based on these de�nitions we determine the Jaobianand apply the ontrol funtion of equation (7). Figure 8 shows the peg-in-holeappliation for the uboid objet, whih inludes in the seond image the objetboundary and the seleted point for de�ning the measurement vetor.
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Fig. 8. (a) Grasped uboid objet; (b) Set of objet boundary lines, seleted pointspeifying objet position in the image; () Insertion of uboid into retangular hole.8 SummaryFor peg-in-hole appliations we used a two-omponent robot system whih on-sists of a robot manipulator (inluding a parallel jaw gripper) and a robot head(inluding monohrome stereo ameras). The usefulness of image-based hand-e�etor servoing was demonstrated for haraterizing the amera-manipulatorrelation, for optimal viewing and inspeting the objet, and for appropriatelyapproahing the objet to the relevant hole. In our urrent implementation, oneservoing yle for inserting the ylindrial peg requires about 0:5 seonds. Gen-erally, the veloity depends on the omplexity of the objet shape.Referenes1. Dubois, S., Glanz, F.: An autoregressive model approah to two-dimensional shapelassi�ation. IEEE Trans. on Patt. Anal. and Mah. Intel. 8 (1986) 55-662. Faugeras, O.: Three-Dimensional Computer Vision. The MIT Press (1993)3. Hashimoto, K.: Visual Servoing. World Sienti� Publishing (1993)4. Horaud, R., Chaumette, F. (eds.): International Journal of Computer Vision,speial issue on Image-based Robot Servoing 37 (2000)5. Huthinson, S., Hager, G., Corke, P.: A tutorial on visual servo ontrol. IEEETrans. on Robotis and Automation 12 (1996) 651-6706. Lanzetta, M., Dini, G.: An integrated vision-fore system for peg-in-hole assemblyoperations. Intel. Comp. in Manufat. Eng. (1998) 615-6217. Pauli, J.: Development of amera-equipped robot systems. Christian-Albrehts-Universit�at zu Kiel, Institut f�ur Informatik, Tehnial Report 9904 (2000)


